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we can use what to ask for information about things and actions what do you want what s she doing tell
her to stop at once what time are you leaving we can also use what in indirect questions she asked me
what my address was i wonder what jim barfield is doing these days find out when to use what vs which
in different situations and how they can affect the meaning of what you say example sentences will help
by following these tips and dedicating time to practice readers can confidently and accurately use what
in their sentences enhancing their language skills and becoming more effective communicators what as
an interrogative pronoun is used to ask about the object the subject the subject complement and people
s full name it is also the object of a preposition remember that what is only used to refer to things take a
look at its uses learn how to use what using many example sentences learn collocations of what with free
vocabulary lessons you can use both what and which in questions when asking for information that
specifies something generally when a question is open to many answers it is better to use what what
shall we do today but when there are a limited number of choices use which which hand do you write
with learn about the determiners which and what in questions and do some exercises to practise using
them what can be used as a pronoun determiner or adverb when used as a pronoun what is used to ask
for information specifying something an example is asking someone what is your name as a determiner
what can be used the same way referring to the whole of an amount here s an example we offered her
what little we had how do you know when to use what or which it s easy in this english grammar lesson
you ll learn which of these question words is more specific and limited and which is more the difference
between which and that depends on whether the clause is restrictive or nonrestrictive in a restrictive
clause use that in a nonrestrictive clause use which remember which is as disposable as a sandwich
wrapper 2 i remember a rule roughly defined though what defines and which selects so ask yourself are
you asking in general if yes use what if you have certain books that you and a person whom you are
asking both know use which take simpler example what food do you like is a general question which food
do you like learn how to use what in a sentence with 500 example sentences on yourdictionary the
interrogative pronouns and determiners what and which are fairly similar when we use them in a
sentence they come at the same point in the sentence but that doesn t mean they re used for the same
reason let s see when to use which one over the other which definition and examples what definition and
examples what or which infographic which vs what which or what what s the difference between what vs
which they are two common interrogative pronouns in english 4 who is used when asking the identify of
people what is used when asking the identity of an object or an attribute of a person question who is your
new girlfriend 1 that can introduce an explanatory dependent clause what cannot that indicates a
specific quality of the object in question or a subset of a larger set what indicates the object in question
itself or the entire larger set e g what was the bird you used to own that was red the main difference
between what and how relies on what they are asking for what asks for information about the description
of something or an action whereas how asks for the manner in which something happens or the state
someone is in use which or that to introduce a restrictive clause and which to introduce a nonrestrictive
clause restrictive and unrestrictive clauses before we begin you should be warned that it s time to put
your grammar pants on since we re about to dive into the world of restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses
used to refers to something familiar or routine as in i m used to getting up early for work or to say that
something repeatedly happened in the past like we used to go out more use to typically occurs with did
did you use to work there or it didn t use to be like that describing something in the past that doesn t
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happen anymore definition example sentences entries near show more save word what with idiom used
to introduce the part of a sentence that indicates the cause of something what with school and sports she
s always busy examples of what with in a sentence
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what grammar cambridge dictionary May 22 2024
we can use what to ask for information about things and actions what do you want what s she doing tell
her to stop at once what time are you leaving we can also use what in indirect questions she asked me
what my address was i wonder what jim barfield is doing these days

when to use what vs which for correct grammar
yourdictionary Apr 21 2024
find out when to use what vs which in different situations and how they can affect the meaning of what
you say example sentences will help

how to use what in a sentence in depth exploration Mar 20
2024
by following these tips and dedicating time to practice readers can confidently and accurately use what
in their sentences enhancing their language skills and becoming more effective communicators

how to use what in the english grammar langeek Feb 19 2024
what as an interrogative pronoun is used to ask about the object the subject the subject complement and
people s full name it is also the object of a preposition remember that what is only used to refer to things
take a look at its uses

how to use what with example sentences english collocation
Jan 18 2024
learn how to use what using many example sentences learn collocations of what with free vocabulary
lessons

word choice what and which in questions proofed Dec 17 2023
you can use both what and which in questions when asking for information that specifies something
generally when a question is open to many answers it is better to use what what shall we do today but
when there are a limited number of choices use which which hand do you write with

interrogative determiners which and what learnenglish Nov
16 2023
learn about the determiners which and what in questions and do some exercises to practise using them
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what vs which grammar rules commonly confused words Oct
15 2023
what can be used as a pronoun determiner or adverb when used as a pronoun what is used to ask for
information specifying something an example is asking someone what is your name as a determiner
what can be used the same way referring to the whole of an amount here s an example we offered her
what little we had

what or which learn how to choose youtube Sep 14 2023
how do you know when to use what or which it s easy in this english grammar lesson you ll learn which of
these question words is more specific and limited and which is more

which vs that how to use both correctly grammarly Aug 13
2023
the difference between which and that depends on whether the clause is restrictive or nonrestrictive in a
restrictive clause use that in a nonrestrictive clause use which remember which is as disposable as a
sandwich wrapper

word usage when to use what is the vs which is the Jul 12
2023
2 i remember a rule roughly defined though what defines and which selects so ask yourself are you
asking in general if yes use what if you have certain books that you and a person whom you are asking
both know use which take simpler example what food do you like is a general question which food do you
like

examples of what in a sentence yourdictionary com Jun 11
2023
learn how to use what in a sentence with 500 example sentences on yourdictionary

what vs which complete usage guide explained for beginners
May 10 2023
the interrogative pronouns and determiners what and which are fairly similar when we use them in a
sentence they come at the same point in the sentence but that doesn t mean they re used for the same
reason let s see when to use which one over the other

which vs what how to use what vs which in english Apr 09
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which definition and examples what definition and examples what or which infographic which vs what
which or what what s the difference between what vs which they are two common interrogative pronouns
in english

word usage when to use who vs what english language Mar 08
2023
4 who is used when asking the identify of people what is used when asking the identity of an object or an
attribute of a person question who is your new girlfriend

grammaticality use of what vs that english language Feb 07
2023
1 that can introduce an explanatory dependent clause what cannot that indicates a specific quality of the
object in question or a subset of a larger set what indicates the object in question itself or the entire
larger set e g what was the bird you used to own that was red

what vs how in the english grammar langeek Jan 06 2023
the main difference between what and how relies on what they are asking for what asks for information
about the description of something or an action whereas how asks for the manner in which something
happens or the state someone is in

which vs that correct usage merriam webster Dec 05 2022
use which or that to introduce a restrictive clause and which to introduce a nonrestrictive clause
restrictive and unrestrictive clauses before we begin you should be warned that it s time to put your
grammar pants on since we re about to dive into the world of restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses

is it used to or use to merriam webster Nov 04 2022
used to refers to something familiar or routine as in i m used to getting up early for work or to say that
something repeatedly happened in the past like we used to go out more use to typically occurs with did
did you use to work there or it didn t use to be like that describing something in the past that doesn t
happen anymore

what with definition meaning merriam webster Oct 03 2022
definition example sentences entries near show more save word what with idiom used to introduce the
part of a sentence that indicates the cause of something what with school and sports she s always busy
examples of what with in a sentence
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